Simple procedures are proposed to quantify how much an effective property embodied in a given ranking of the twenty amino acids can be affected by random point mutations at nucleotide bases. As expected, of the various orderings tested, rankings based on most hydrophobicity scales exhibit low scores, thus offering better immunity towards such single-base mutations. This, however, occurs to different extents and the method allows sharp discriminations between the scales. Hydrophobicity scales based on global properties such as spatial environment data of proteins residues, or mutation matrices of amino acid replacements, generally behave better than those based on pure physicochemical properties of isolated residues. An averaged scale built from the available hydrophobicity scales exhibits one of the most favorable scores. A systematic search for the best amino acid order has been carried out across all possible scales. Optimized scales are characterized by the existence of a clustering scheme into three zones, within which permutations are more or less tolerated, depending on the zone and on the summation procedure used in the score calculation. The first cluster corresponds to the hydrophobic side, and includes the ten amino acids WMCFILVGRS. Next follows the ATP triad. The third cluster coincides with the hydrophilic side and includes, in the last seven positions, the amino acids EDKNQHY. Interpretation of these optimized scales in terms of codon positions in the genetic code further suggests a clustering scheme composed of four groups, WMCFILV-GRS-ATP-EDKNQHY, emphasizing the role of the second base as the main driving parameter. As a consequence, the conserved character of the genetic code is better reflected when it is displayed in UGCA ordering rather than in the commonly used UCAG ordering. The present a priori classification of the amino acids could find potential use in protein sequence homology and structure prediction.
Introduction
With its degenerate character, the genetic code is redundant in that many punctual mutations at the third base of the codons often do not change the encoded residue. It also offers a certain resistance of the hydrophobicity property towards random mutations. For the typically hydrophobic amino acids of the first column (phenylalanine, leucine, isoleucine, valine) a change in the first codon base will maintain the hydrophobic character of the mutated residue. This also holds true to some extent for the polar amino acids associated with the codons of the third column and constitutes the well-known second-base effect on hydrophobicity. The genetic code is, therefore, not neutral towards this property, and one can wonder whether there exists another amino acid characteristic-physicochemical or more general-that could be better conserved throughout random nucleotide mutations. The aim of the present work is to try to outline, through simple models, such an effective property.
After its decipherment and the settling of its quasi-universal character, the genetic code has been the object of much attention. The following characteristics have been particularly scrutinized:
(i) Its origin and evolution ( Epstein, 1966; Crick, 1968; Orgel, 1972; Jukes, 1973; Brack and Orgel, 1975; Wong, 1975; Eigen and Schuster, 1978; Marlborough, 1980; Sukhodolets, 1989; Konecny et al., 1993 Konecny et al., , 1995 Béland and Allen, 1994; Delarue, 1995; Jimenez-Sanchez, 1995; Hartman, 1995; Wetzel, 1995; Demongeot and Besson, 1996; Di Giulio, 1996) ; (ii) Its symmetric and antisymmetric properties (Hasegawa and Miyata, 1980; Chipens et al., 1989; Chipens, 1991) ; (iii) Its degree of optimization (Seybold, 1976) ; (iv) The links between the codon disposition and various amino acid properties, including the hydrophobic or polar character (Woese et al., 1966; Volkenstein, 1966; Wolfenden et al., 1979; Siemion, 1995) , the frequency of occurrence in proteins (King and Jukes, 1969, Siemion, 1994b) , the biosynthetic pathways (Taylor and Coates, 1989) , and other geometrical (Siemion, 1994a (Siemion, , 1995 , physicochemical (Grantham, 1974; Sjöström and Wold, 1985) , or chemical (Siemion and Stefanowics, 1992) properties.
Whereas the issue of random or better-optimized codes has been addressed (Wong, 1980; Cullmann and Labouygues, 1983; Haig and Hurst, 1991) , attempts to determine a synthetic amino acid property-through a unique optimized rankingbest suited to the code as it presently exists, have yielded few, if any, answers. More recently, a neural network model of the genetic code provided a mapping of the codons and a grouping of the amino acids which shows an interesting resemblance to a hydrophobicity scale (Tolstrup et al., 1994) . The present treatment is related to that approach in that it will provide a clustering and ranking of the amino acids without introducing any 'a priori relationship between the nucleotides or amino acids'.
The procedure proposed in this work, considering amino acid properties which are based on a ranking of the twenty amino acids, allows quantification of the resistance, towards nucleotide mutations. This treatment will be applied, first, to known hydrophobicity scales, and next will be used to determine-ab initio from the genetic code-which scale is associated with the most stable effective property.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we will recall some definitions and briefly review various hydrophobicity scales. Secondly, a method section will describe our score evaluation procedures. Thirdly, we will present the results obtained with the three possible score options. Finally, these results will be discussed and interpreted in terms of the structure and function of the genetic code. Hydrophobicity The residue property which has appeared to be an essential driving force in protein folding, and eventually in its structure and function, is hydrophobicity (for a review on this topic, see Rose and Wolfenden, 1993) . Hydrophobicity can be defined in several ways, but its complex and general character is recognized. For instance, more than fifteen years ago, Charton and Charton (1982) wrote: 'no single hydrophobicity parameter can represent the complete range of amino acid behavior. There is no special phenomenon denoted by hydrophobicity in amino acids'. It is by reference to this operational character that we shall use the term effective property, as used by physicists whenever known effects are better understood than the underlying physics. According to the context in which hydrophobicity (or hydrophilicity or hydropathy) has been introduced, it has thus received various definitions. As a tendency to exhibit less affinity for water, it can be estimated from physicochemical measurements on isolated amino acids. As a tendency to occupy the core of proteins, it can be estimated from statistical properties of residues in the threedimensional structures of proteins. In this case, it carries more complex information than a single physical or chemical property. Accordingly, hydrophobicity scales basically divide into two classes:
(i) The first one is based on experimental measurements of chemical behavior or physicochemical properties of isolated amino acids such as solubility in water, partition between water and an organic solvent, chromatographic migration, or effects on surface tension.
(ii) The second one is more 'operational', and is based on the known environmental characteristics of residues in proteins, such as their solvent accessibility or their inclination to occupy the core of proteins. The corresponding measurements are based on the position of amino acids in the tertiary structures of proteins, as observed from crystallographic or NMR data. This has been made possible because of the increasing number of three-dimensional structures now available in databases. A variant of this class is based on mutation data, which handles even more global information and is particularly relevant to the present approach (Sweet and Eisenberg, 1983; . Let us illustrate with a few examples how such scales may differ.
Some rankings of the amino acids according to selected hydrophobicity scales are reported in Table I , top (see the appendix for details on the origins and descriptions of the scales). There is a wide diversity of position for many amino acids. To make it more conspicuous, one can count their occurrence at each position along the scale, deduce a mean position, and construct a mean scale which averages the 43 selected scales. This is done in Table II , which also displays for each amino acid the standard deviations and the number of observed ranks. Some interesting points are suggested by this treatment. There is a good consensus to assign hydrophobic character to I, F, L, V and M; to assign hydrophilic character to N, Q, E, D and K; and to locate A or T at mid-scale. There is more divergence when ranking the remaining amino acids, in particular C, P and R, as can be gauged from their standard 154 deviations. Cysteine is the only amino acid that can be found either as the most hydrophobic one (in six scales), or as the most hydrophilic one (in Aboderin's scale). Proline is encountered in as many as 16 different positions. Arginine can be encountered in the most hydrophilic position (20), or at mid-scale (positions 12 and 13). Similarly, tryptophan can occupy the most hydrophobic rank (position 1), or it can be located at mid-scale (position 9). Although our set of hydrophobicity scales is rather limited for reliable statistical analysis, and being aware that some of these have a composite character (see Appendix), nevertheless the scale resulting from the mean ordering of Table II will prove to possess interesting properties.
Method
The fundamental operation consists of allowing all the possible mutations at each base position for each codon of the twenty amino acids arranged in a given order, and then seeing how far the mutated residue is removed from the current position in the scale. The extent of change in the property associated with a given scale brought by the punctual mutations is measured by the summation of these simple distances. The corresponding score is thus defined as:
in which AA are the amino acids, cod their associated codons, bp the base positions on the codon, mn the mutated nucleotides, and x AA and x M the ranking positions on the scale of the current and mutated amino acid, respectively. Similar distance evaluations have been used before (AlffSteinberger, 1969; Wong, 1980; Cullmann and Labouygues, 1983; Perlwitz et al., 1988; Di Giulio, 1989b; Haig and Hurst, 1991) , but in different or more restrictive contexts, and never in a complete-scanning strategy as in the present case. The procedure can be illustrated in an alphabetic ordering of the amino acids (Figure 1 ). On this scale, the first residue is alanine, A. One possible codon associated with this residue A is GCU. The three possible mutations on the first base will yield UCU, CCU and ACU, corresponding to mutated residues serine, S, proline, P, and threonine, T, respectively. On our scale, where position 1 is assigned to A and position 20 to Y (tyrosine), S occupies the position 16, P the position 13 and T the position 17. The A-S distance can thus be appraised as the difference 16-1ϭ15, the A-P distance as 13-1ϭ12, and the A-T distance as 17-1ϭ16. The three mutated residues will thus introduce penalties of 15, 12 and 16, respectively. A synthetic index reflecting the resistance of a certain property, embodied in the ordering, to random nucleotide punctual mutations can be generated by summing up such increments over all mutations at all three positions of each codon, and for each codon associated with all the residues in the given scale.
The reader can redo the processing for other codons, as partly exemplified in Figure 1 , keeping in mind that the distances are always expressed in absolute values. For sake of simplicity, if the mutated codon is associated with the same residue, the increment counts zero, and if the mutated codon is a stop codon, the mutation is not taken into account.
Intentionally, the model is kept as simple as possible in order to allow for a better interpretation of the results. Yet, several strategies for summing up the increments are possible. One can choose, as suggested above, to keep the summation The origins of the scales are given in the appendix, with the corresponding references. The column N (for nature) points the scales built from physicochemical experimental data on amino acid, either entirely, p, or partly (p), or built from mutation matrix data, m. The other scales are built from protein structural data, averaged or not. The column D (for degeneracy, or degrees of freedom) indicates the number of equivalent sequences, due to residue equivalency, among which that giving the best score has been selected. See the appendix for more details. a Only one sequence of the degenerate set is given. over all the synonymous codons that the degeneracy of the genetic code permits for a given residue, or one could take the average over the codon degeneracy of the residue concerned. Both strategies make sense. The former one, leading to total scores, may seem spurious since it exaggerates the role of highly degenerate residues. Besides its conceptual simplicity, it has nonetheless several advantages, such as producing integer scores, to allow many exact degeneracies; and mirroring, in some way, the importance such residues were conferred by evolution. The latter one, leading to averaged scores, treats all residues on an equal footing and may seem more natural and reasonable, although we know synonymous codons are not encountered with equal frequencies (Médigue et al., 1993) . Both types of summations lead to distinct results, but they exhibit many common features. A third strategy has also been tried, which consists in further weighting the averaged score of each residue by its mean rate of occurrence in proteins. Such a rate can be measured using sequence databases for instance. This will lead to weighted scores. Interestingly this reflects many conclusions obtained from the total scores. The detailed results obtained from each of these scoring options are now examined.
Results

Total scores
In the total summation, the procedure involves a multiple loop running over 61 codons, 3 base positions and 3 mutated bases.
Since the three stop codons UAA, UAG and UGA can be reached from 3ϫ3ϫ3ϭ27 different mutations, and since 4 of these correspond to the amber/ochre and ochre/opal intraconversions, 27-4ϭ23 mutations lead to a stop codon. Under these conditions, the computational process will select (61ϫ3ϫ3)-(23)ϭ526 mutations. Such a summation happens to give only even integers. Typically, the score associated with the alphabetic ordering illustrated in Figure 1 is calculated at 2680. The total scores obtained by our selected hydrophobicity scales are listed, in decreasing order, in Table I , top. For the sake of comparison, a few disparate scales are also reported in the same table.
A sampling of 100 000 random scales led to a bell-shaped distribution of the scores centered around 2744, with a standard deviation of 202 ( Figure 2 ). Scales built from molar masses, isoelectric points, pKЈ 1 , mean occurrence in proteins, or, of course, alphabetic order, all give poor scores, i.e. not that different from the random mean scale (only pKЈ 2 does a little better). Scales associated with hydrophobicity all exhibit much better scores, in the range 2000-2300, thus distant from the random average by more than two standard deviations (see Figure 2 and Table I ). Another way of illustrating the differentiating power of our total scoring is to plot it along the coordinate of the 526 mutations. This is done in Figure 3 for two typical scale samples, a random one, and a hydrophobic one. The divergence of both skeins is conspicuous.
Here also, some disparity between the hydrophobicity scales can be observed. The scales built from Zimmerman's or Jones' indices, based on solubility data, exhibit high scores of 2644 and 2530 respectively, which is hardly better than a random ordering score. On the other hand, nine scales happen to give scores lower than 2138, which makes more than three standard deviations apart from the mean random score. Expressing the scores by their difference to the random value, in standard deviation units, in fact provides more meaningful indices. Such Z-scores are given in Table III , which can therefore be seen as a measure, for the property embodied in the given scale, of the inertia of the response of the genetic code to DNA mutations.
The best resistance to nucleotide mutations is obtained with Sweet's scale, the scale based on the mutation matrix of amino acid replacement amongst related proteins. This scale already conveys some residue mutational information, so it is natural that it offers the highest passivity towards nucleotide mutations. All scales built from similar mutation-matrix data should behave so, as we could check on that labelled SWEIG in (nearly identical to Sweet's scale, this scale is not included in Table I ). Most favorable scores are obtained with scales in which residues are ranked according to their inclination to occupy the interior of proteins. The best ones are those of Miyazawa, Rose, Sanejouand, Wertz, Engelman (note however that some scales, like Rose's, have many degrees of freedom, which favors them spuriously, whereas others, like Engelman's, are unique). The tendency to occupy the protein core embodies more than a simple physicochemical character of residues, so it is not surprising that scales obtained from such phenomenological analysis, and therefore carrying more global information, prove to be more effective. Two scales based on chromatography data have remarkably low scores: (i) Aboderin's scale, built from mobilities of the amino acids on chromatography paper, and (ii) Meek's scale, built from retention times of peptides in high-pressure liquid chromatography. The other scales based on residue properties have either a fair score, such as the popular Kyte and Doolittle scale which is based in part on water affinity of the amino acid side chains, or a rather high score.
Remarkably, the residue ordering resulting from the averaging of all our selected hydrophobicity scales gives a low score of 2020-the fourth best score. Such averaging may have therefore cancelled both the bias of definitions, the arbitrariness of selected data and the errors dues to experimental uncertainties.
A systematic search for the lower scores was then undertaken. For this typical combinatorial-optimization problem, to be run over a scale space of 20!µ2ϫ10 18 , we used Monte Carlo simulated annealing algorithms (see Appendix for details). We got a degenerate set of 144 scales with a minimum score of 1600, i.e. over five standard deviations away from the average. On the left side, the side of higher hydrophobicity in our convention, these scales have in common the ten residues WMCFILVGRS. Then at positions 11, 12 and 13, one finds the three residues TAP in any order. Last, a hydrophilic part involves the seven residues occupying the positions 14 to 20. Out of the 7!ϭ5040 possible arrangements, only 24 arrangements (0.5%) are allowed, each one combining with all the 3!ϭ6 possible arrangements of the preceding middle cluster, thus leading to the total 144 sequences (24ϫ6). Bearing in mind the unicity of the first cluster, the degeneracy of the second one, and the variability of the third one, these 144 best-score scales can be summarized as:
WMCFILVGRS TAP YNKDEHQ
Let us examine each of these three clusters. The hydrophobic cluster includes amino acids which are generally accepted to have hydrophobic character. It begins with the two nondegenerate residues tryptophan and methionine, WM. In many scales, tryptophan is actually located on the hydrophobic side, but at different positions. Methionine is also considered to be hydrophobic, but its typical position on the scales is 5 or 6. Next follows cysteine C. The positioning of the two sulfurcontaining residues M and C next to each other is encountered in seven of our hydrophobicity scales. Then follows the classical hydrophobic set FILV, in an ordering also found in many scales. Next one finds glycine G, which is encountered ordinarily at mid-scale, with a preference for positions 8, as here, or position 12. The cluster ends with two six-codons residues, arginine and serine RS. Serine, which bears an OH bond on its side-chain, is generally located either at mid-scale, or on the hydrophilic side. More unexpected is finding arginine in position 9, most scales locate it clearly on the hydrophilic side: it occupies position 20 in as many as twelve scales, and incidentally is never met in position 9.
The middle cluster, corresponding to positions 11-13, includes threonine, alanine and proline, TAP, with strict equivalency of the six possible arrangements. These residues all correspond to codons with cytosine as second base. The remaining amino acid of this second column of the genetic code, serine, has a degeneracy different from T, A or P. In the examined hydrophobicity scales, alanine, A, is located in the middle of the scale, with a mean position of 9.8, and a maximum occurrence at positions 10 and 11. Threonine, T, is also well centered around position 12, with a mean position of 12.3. Proline, P, occupies as many as sixteen different positions, but its mean position is 13.1. Although there is not a TAP cluster at positions 11-13 in the mean scale, the condition is nevertheless nearly realized, since A, T, and P occupy mean positions 10, 12 and 13, respectively, and absolute positions 9, 12, and 13, respectively. This is probably the reason for the low score obtained by the mean scale. The best scale (Sweet) has also a TAP bundle at positions 9-11. This condition is however not sufficient for a good score, as can be checked in Table II. The last cluster constitutes the hydrophilic zone and includes residues given as hydrophilic by most scales, putting aside tyrosine, and, to a lesser extent, histidine. It comprises the charged amino acids: glutamic acid, aspartic acid and their amide forms, glutamine and asparagine, EDQN, the positively 158 charged residues histidine and lysine, HK, and tyrosine, Y. These seven residues constitute the third column of the genetic code, again emphasizing the peculiar role of the second codon position. Note that the remaining positively charged residue, arginine, is not included in this zone, but it has a higher codon degeneracy. As mentioned above, arginine, R, is considered to be hydrophilic according to most scales. It occupies the hydrophilic end, position 20, in twelve cases, and has also a maximum occurrence at mid-scale, at positions 12 or 13. Tyrosine, on the other hand, is generally given as rather hydrophobic (see Table II ). Histidine is more equivocal, located both at 8-10 and at 14.
The 5040 possible arrangements in the hydrophylic zone have been explored. For each of them, the TAP degeneracy still remains, and the scores now range from 1600 to 1680. Only four-manifold scores are allowed, and overlapping effects generate non-obvious degeneracies. These scores may, of course, be outclassed by those arising from reorganizations in the remaining zones of the scale. All the possible permutations in the first zone have also been explored. The corresponding configurational space involves 10!ϭ3 628 800 arrangements. Again, the TAP degeneracy still operates since any arrangement of these three residues leads to a same score. These scores range from 1600 to 2316, according to a bell-shaped distribution, with a mean value of 1991, and a standard deviation of 114. The constraint imposed by such a clustering can be visualized by plotting on the same picture this distribution and the global sampling. Such a diagram of occurrence, or score degeneracy, not shown here, exhibits no strict symmetry, with a remarkable alternation between neighbor scores. Averaged scores When the scores for each residue are averaged over its synonymous codons, a large part of the degeneracy is removed. Since there are, on average, 3.05 codons per residue, the averaged scores are therefore expected to be around one third of the total scores. A sampling over 100 000 random scales led to a bell-shaped distribution centered around 952.3, with a standard deviation of 60.0 (Figure 4) . Although most of the trends discussed above are still valid, the relative scores for the scales of Table I are somewhat different. Sweet's scale still remains the most favored scale, whereas Engelman's scale now has the next lowest score. Four other scales are also particularly favored by the averaged mode of scoring, these are: Chothia, Chothia 2 (14-step jump), Kyte (13-step jump) and Olsen (7-step jump). Again, the mean scale built from the hydrophobic set would have the fourth lowest score. The search for the most favorable arrangements led to scales exhibiting both common and different features from those of best total score. The division into three clusters, as above, is preserved. The hydrophobic cluster is modified in its seven first positions and now ranks as MIFLVWCGRS. The TAP 159 degeneracy is lowered as follows. The TAP arrangement is always preferred, then the TPA or ATP arrangements contribute to a 2/3 increase in the score, next the APT or PTA arrangements contribute a further 4/3 increase, and last the PAT arrangement still bring a 2/3 increase in the score. The removal of the 6-fold TAP degeneracy therefore results in a 1/2/2/1 symmetrical splitting of total width 2.67. In the hydrophilic cluster, of the 24 previously favorable configurations, one is now preferred, YNKDEHQ, the other ones being higher by up to 10. Changing YNK into KNY, for instance, only penalizes by 1/3, while changing NKDE by DENK penalizes by 4/3. These effects can be summarized by plotting the scores of the former degenerate 24 arrangements followed by the fixed TAP arrangement (Figure 5, bottom) . If the six arrangements within the TAP cluster are further taken into account, the picture becomes more intricate, with larger dispersion and higher average values (Figure 5, top) .
Permutations within the hydrophobic cluster increase the score to different extents. The change FL→LF increases the score by 1/2, the change GR→RG does it by 3/4, while the permutation VLF→FLV results in an increase of 2/3. These increments appear to be additive. The ten lowest-score scales identified are listed in Table IV .
The preferred averaged orderings for both TAP and hydrophilic clusters are common with one of the 144 preferred totalscore configurations, and the end of their hydrophobic clusters is also common. Taking these two facts into consideration, the absolute minimum in the averaged summation model appears to differ from that in the total summation model in only the first seven residues: lowest total:
WMCFILV GRSTAPYNKDEHQ lowest averaged: MIFLVWC GRSTAPYNKDEHQ To assess the incidence of each amino acid on the quality of a scale, we have examined the contributions of each residue to the averaged scores. As an illustration, the individual contributions of each amino acid to the averaged scores are plotted in Figure 6 for three pairs of scales: (a) the two extreme hydrophobicity scales of our set (Sweet and Zimmerman); (b) the best hydrophobicity scale (Sweet) and the best possible minimum; (c) the scale of Engelman and that of Sanejouand, which gave rise to an inversion with respect to their total scores. Proline in position 4 and glutamine in position 19 appear to penalize the Zimmerman scale particularly. The best hydrophobicity scale roughly follows the best possible minimum scale, although it could do better for aspartic acid, asparagine and tyrosine. Arginine and phenylalanine would favor the scale of Sanejouand over that of Engelman. However, the latter overcompensates by the improved behavior of histidine, isoleucine, asparagine and tryptophan.
Engelman's scale (also known as GES scale; Engelman et al., 1986) was already noticed to 'best-fit' the grouping pattern obtained from a neural network model of the genetic code (Tolstrup et al., 1994) . In our averaged-score classification, putting aside Sweet's mutational scale, the GES scale is better by far than the other scales. The difference between this scale and the minimum scale is plotted, again for each residue, in Figure 6d (solid line), together with Sweet's scale for comparison (dashed line). As noticed by Tolstrup et al., (1994) , the main 'deficiency' of the GES scale is the location of arginine in position 20, at the hydrophilic end. Similarly, the Sweet scale mainly suffers from the position of tyrosine in the hydrophobic end, at position 2 (see Table I and Figure 6d) . Incidentally, minor misfits can also induce notable responses in the scoring, as illustrated by tryptophan in the Engelman scale, and asparagine in the Sweet scale. These residues occupy positions that are not far from their position in the optimized scale, however they bring the second contributions to the respective scores. Disregarding arginine in the GES scale, the optimal clusters are particularly well reproduced in this scale. Following the hydrophobic cluster FMILVCW, a set ATGSP occupies the middle of the scale, preceding the hydrophilic set YHQNEKD. The intermediate class GSRTAP can be seen, to some extent, as an autonomous cluster which separates the hydrophobic and hydrophilic groups. Were arginine in position 8-13, the clustering scheme adopted in the Engelman scale would be perfect. This suggests testing how much the score is improved when arginine is allowed to occupy other positions in this scale.
The averaged scores obtained when arginine is located at each of the twenty positions in the Engelman scale are plotted in Figure 7 . Location at the hydrophilic end (position 20) is indeed the worse location. For most other positions, it would score much better than any other scales, including Sweet'. This result holds true for total scores as well as weighted scores. With the best location of arginine in position 12, one gets Z-scores of 4.9, 5.3 and 4.7 for total, averaged, and weighted scores, respectively, which approaches the best allowed Z-scores (see Table III , bottom). The U shape of the curve further indicates that residue, R, has some freedom of displacement within an intermediate zone, running from position 8 to position 13, without significant penalty. The consistency of the Engelman scale with the internal structure of the genetic code has been suggested to originate from the fact that it avoids the common shortcoming of not specifically reflecting 'the circumstances in which amino acids appear in proteins' (Tolstrup et al. 1994) . Actually, in the GES scale, the free energies of water-oil transfer are computed for amino acid residues engaged in an alpha helix, and not for isolated individual amino acids ).
In the Sweet scale, besides a favorable grouping of TAPSR in positions 9-13, there are two major misplacements: tyrosine lies in the hydrophobic cluster (position 2), and glycine in the hydrophilic one (position 15). It turns out that these deviations are less severe for the scoring than was the arginine position in the GES scale.
Weighted scores
If the principle of least change in a decisive property affects all living organisms, the entire set of proteins should be protected against nucleotide blind mutations. Since each residue 161 has a distinct frequency of occurrence in the various proteins of the various organisms, a global optimization, in a Darwinian frame, would suggest the residue contributions be weighted by their occurrence frequencies. In other words, the penalty in our scoring system should be proportional to the importance of the residue, in turn reflected by its global abundance in proteins. Such a weighted score can be obtained by multiplying the contribution of each residue, averaged over its possible codons, by its mean occurrence in proteins. Technically, this is done in the third loop of our process, where each residue contribution is multiplied by its abundance fraction. The weighted scores are, therefore, expected to be around 1/20 of the averaged scores. The amino acid composition of proteins is of course variable (Reeck, 1976) , but a protein sequence database such as, for instance, the OWL database, may provide a reasonable clue for mean residue abundance. From the amino acid composition of this database, we extracted the percentages given in Table V , and used them as our residue weightings. Due to the experimental origin of these relative abundances, the weighting now introduces in our procedure some empirical data. We could check that the ensuing uncertainties, not present in the preceding scoring modes, do not affect the results too much, which happen to be quite stable towards variations of up to one unit in these percentages. The main effect of this weighting on the hydrophobicity scales is to bring it back close to the total-score rating of the 162 scales, as can be seen in Tables I and III. A sampling over 100 000 random scales led to a bell-shaped distribution centered at 46.0, with a standard deviation of 3.2. For the hydrophobicity scales, the scores are here again at several standard deviations from this mean value (Figure 8) . Typically, the mean hydrophobicity scale is at 3.5 standards deviations.
The search for the optimal scale came close to the results obtained with the total score. The first hydrophobic cluster is nearly identical with the total-score one, now beginning with WCM, instead of WMC. Since residue occurrences are totally non-degenerate, this engenders a complete breaking of degeneracy in all three zones. What still justifies the clustering into the three zones is the remarkable constancy and additivity of the score penalty associated with a given permutation within a zone, regardless of which configuration is adopted in the other zones. The degeneracy breaking in the TAP cluster thus induces a splitting of 0.08 for all arrangements in the hydrophobic zone and in the hydrophilic zone. No matter how residues are arranged within these zones, the six TAP relative scores will be invariably ordered as:
TPA 0.079 PTA 0.072 PAT 0.022 TAP 0.020 APT 0.010 ATP 0.
Similarly, elemental permutations within the hydrophobic and hydrophilic zones yield to a set of unvarying and transposable relative increments, which happen to be further additive within the zones, as exemplified below for the ten lowest permutations within the hydrophobe and hydrophile zones. Given these values, and with a TAP width of 0.08, overlaps between intra-zone distributions soon occur in the spectrum, but it is easy to generate a global ranking from these subrankings-say the 600 lower-score arrangements from two subsets of 10 sub-arrangements. The ten lowest sequences found this way are given in Table IV. The effects of the clustering constraint are illustrated in Figures 9-11 . Plotted in Figure 9 , besides the full random histogram, is the histogram for the sequences corresponding to all possible permutations within the TAP zone, and all possible permutations within the hydrophilic zone (this makes 3!x7!ϭ30204 sequences). Not unexpectedly, the constraints at hand-three clusters, the first of these keeping its most favorable configuration-have a tremendous effect on improving the score. A comparison of such histograms for two typical arrangements in the hydrophobic zone (they only differ in WCM vs WMC) is plotted in Figure 10 , showing the extent of intricacy of both distributions. Figure 11 addresses a 
slightly different constraint, corresponding to a shuffling within positions 1-7 (we shall see that this also defines a relevant cluster), and within positions 14-20, the remaining positions, 8-13, being kept in the favorable arrangement, GRSATP. 25 401 600 configurations (ϭ7!x7!) were thus scanned for this purpose. This single constraint also appears to carry a huge part of the score lowering. It may seem puzzling that the weighting of averaged scores leads back to one of the total-score scales. This probably originates from the fact that the mean occurrence of residues is not totally independent of their codon degeneracy, as noticed long ago (Goldberg and Wittes, 1966; McKay, 1967) , and as illustrated in Table V . In a sense, our results suggest that the weighting of the contribution of a residue by its occurrence rate in proteins restores the importance given to it by evolution through the degeneracy of its codons. We therefore tend to consider the following preferred weighted-score arrangement as highly significant:
WCMFILVGRS ATP EDKNQHY
The position of tyrosine at the extreme hydrophilic end, shown here and in 25% of the total-score best scales, notably contrasts with its currently admitted character (see Table II ).
Discussion
Interpretation from codon distribution
Let us now try to understand our optimized scales in terms of the structure of the genetic code, a simplified table of which is given in Table VI . As mentioned, the three-zone clustering obtained with total scores could be related, to a good extent, to the distribution of the codons over the four columns of the table of the genetic code. When optimized with averaged scores, where all residues are treated as if they were associated with a codon behaving as the average of all the synonymous codons, the preferred ranking exactly coincides with a grouping of the residues according to their second base. This suggests clustering the scale as follows, according to the four columns of the genetic code:
MIFLV WCGRS TAP YNKDEHQ 11111 44444 222 3333333
Note that serine, S, is located here quite logically, since it belongs to both the second and fourth columns. Such a perfect correlation no longer holds for the scales optimized with the total or weighted scores, but in all cases the end of the hydrophobic cluster, GRS, is conserved. This suggests dividing the scales into four clusters, each one being related to the four possibilities for the second base. When applied to our four typical optimized scales (averaged, weighted, and those of the total ones that best match these), the result is the new clustering :
MIFLVWC GRS TAP YNKDEHQ WMCFILV GRS TAP YNKDEHQ WMCFILV GRS ATP EDKNQHY WCMFILV GRS ATP EDKNQHY
This clustering discloses the following relationships:
(i) The residues whose codons have uracile as second base (FLIMV) are all included in the first zone.
(ii) The second zone includes residues whose codons have guanine as second base (RSG).
(iii) The third zone includes residues whose codons have cytosine as second base (PTA).
(iv) The residues whose codons have adenine as second base (YHQNKDE) are all included in the fourth zone.
This apparent regularity is temperated by some non-obvious trends. First, one of the residues with cytosine as second base belongs to the second zone instead of the third one (S). Grouping serine with arginine can however be understood since these two residues have in common both the highest degeneracy (6) and the guanine as second base. Next, and most important, the first zone also includes residues whose codons have guanine as second base (CW). The grouping in a common hydrophobic cluster of tryptophan and cysteine, belonging to the guanine column, with the residues of the uracile column, may also result from an interplay between the second-base column and the degeneracies. However, these results are all the more sensible since these two residues, W and C, are clearly located on the hydrophobic side in most hydrophobicity scales. Furthermore, as many as eleven hydrophobicity scales begin with the hydrophobic set WMCFILV, of course in various orderings, as reflected by the beginning of the mean hydrophobicity scale: IFLVMWC.
The global clustering of the residues, therefore, emanates from the nature of the second base, modulated by some conditions on the codon degeneracies. The interplay between both parameters can ultimately be traced to the following occurrence rules:
(i) The hydrophobic class incorporates the residues with uracile as second base, without condition on the degeneracy, and those with guanine as second base on condition that degeneracy is lower than or equal to 2.
(ii) The first intermediate class incorporates the residues with guanine as second base, on condition that degeneracy is higher than or equal to 4. (iii) The second intermediate class incorporates the residues with cytosine as second base, on condition that degeneracy is equal to 4. (iv) The hydrophilic zone incorporates the residues with adenine as second codon base, without condition on the degeneracy. Table VII . Second nucleotide and degeneracy for the codons associated with the residues ordered according to the four favorable scales (averaged, total, total and weighted, respectively). The nucleotide labels 1-4 correspond to uracile, cytosine, adenine and guanine respectively 1  1  1  1  1  4  4  4  4  4  2  2  2  3  3  3  3  3  3  3  Codon deg.  1  3  2  6  4  1  2  4  6  6  4  4  4  2  2  2  2  2  2 The optimized scaling finally tries to keep a compromise for the regularity in the grouping of these two parameters along the scale. In our typical scales, the two factors are put in regard in Table VII . The last twelve positions, 8-20, are common to all cases. The groupings happen to be perfect for both factors in the last two clusters (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . The scales differ in the first seven ranks. In the averaged ranking, the organization is matchless for the second bases. The total score rather favors a regular arrangement of the degeneracies now organized as 11 22 36 44 66 444 2222222. The weighted scale brings about some compromise, destroying part of this degeneracy order, and restoring a better second-base clustering.
A two-entry table of the codons, corresponding to the number of amino acids associated with both a given second base and a given degeneracy, is proposed in Figure 12 . To emphasize the logic underlying the disposition of the four classes, the usual order of the columns of the genetic code was changed. Interestingly, such a UCAG→UGCA reordering of the genetic code seems to reveal an underlying symmetry of its structure (see Table VIII ). The degeneracy of the third codon base is almost identical for codons with complementary first base (i.e. G/C and A/U). This is likely to be meaningful since the two exceptions to this rule, codon AUA coding for I instead of M and codon UGA coding for 'Stop' instead of W, are not universal. In the mitochondrial genetic code of vertebrates, arthropods, mollusca, ascidians, nematodes or yeasts, AUA actually codes for M and UGA for W (Osawa et al., 1992) . Such an alternative display of the genetic code had been proposed thirty years ago in its reverse ACGU ordering as best reflecting some statistical regularities (Volkenstein, 1966) . The present study suggests it actually carries more conservative information than the commonly used one.
Comparison with literature
Using a neural network, Tolstrup et al. (1994) have obtained a grouping of the residues along the edges of a square, broadly corresponding to the four middle bases. Running through such a circular pattern, one can range the residues along a scale, and gather them into groups. The grouping used by these authors opposes the first column (uracile, hydrophobic) to the third one (adenine, hydrophilic), linked by an intermediate zone of the amino acids with guanine (fourth column) or cytosine (second column) as second base: IMVFL WCRSGPAT DENKHQY. The circular pattern allows other clustering schemes as well, and one of them happens to fit our partition 
scheme perfectly: IMVFLWC RSG PAT DENKHQY. The ordering within each group is not the same as ours, but there are some common features such as the position in 6,7 of WC, as in our averaged-score scale, and the ending position of Y, as in our total-score and weighted-score scales. Earlier attempts to devise relationships between the twenty amino acids from the genetic code, include the 'similarity alphabet', from a Gray-code model (Swanson, 1984) , and the dendrogram, from cluster analysis of angles between vectors (Di Giulio, 1989a). The corresponding diagrams exhibit some features that are common with our grouping patterns, but they also display many significant differences.
Maximum scores
Contrary to the minimum-entropy arrangements of Table VII , the scales that maximize the scores exhibit a maximum alternance in the second bases and degeneracies. Eight degenerate arrangements maximize the total score, corresponding to the following scale RLAN CE TYQMW FD IG H K P VS with three allowed permutations between C and E, F and D, and H and P. The unique scales associated with the averaged or weighted maximum scores differs somewhat from this arrangement (Table I , bottom), but basically preserves the maximum entropy distribution of our two parameters. In particular, two of the six-codon residues, LRS, are always located on the borders. Would a crucial protein property be closer to the virtual property associated with these scales, single-base mutations would be prone to be lethal, and the genetic code would be self-destructive instead of selfprotective.
Conclusion and prospects
In tackling the question of amino acid usage and the genetic code, we have tried to keep the model as simple as possible. Some refinements can be considered, such as the use, in the distance calculation, of continuous scales, instead of our discrete one-step function. Since this tends to favor confined clusters, additional constraints must therefore be introduced in the optimization process, which partly destroys the external information-free character of the model. More interesting extensions could be the taking into account of stop codons, and the study of altered codes such as the one operating in mitochondria.
Our distance-based scoring procedure to measure the resistance of an effective property towards single-base mutation, led to residue-ranking scales optimized for this virtual property. These scales, which are ab initio from the genetic code, more or less reflect the available hydrophobicity scales. Due to nonuniformities in the number of synonymous codons and their use, and in the frequency of residues in proteins, three different scoring schemes were implemented, which all led to a clustering of the residues into broadly three classes. The scales begin with a hydrophobic cluster including the classical hydrophobic residues of the first column of the genetic code, plus tryptophan and cysteine, both belonging to the fourth column. It ends with a hydrophilic cluster containing the classical hydrophilic residues of the third column, including tyrosine. These groups are connected by the residues belonging to the fourth and second columns, with serine logically joining these two subgroups. The absolute ranking within these clusters may vary according to the mode of score summation. We propose to retain the rankings obtained with the averaged-score calculation, and the averaged-and-weighted-score calculation, both sharing many common features with the 144 degenerate scales obtained from the total-score evaluation. These are respectively: MIFLVWC GRSTAP YNKDEHQ WCMFILV GRSATP EDKNQHY Most strategies for predicting protein folds from primary sequences make use of hydrophobicity scales or preliminarydefined hydrophobic clusters. Hydrophobic sets used in two recent promising methods (Huang et al., 1995; Srinivasan and Rose, 1995) happen to coincide exactly with our seven-residue hydrophobic class. The present derivations may provide some support for the choice of such hydrophobic sets, and suggest a refinement to the models by introducing polar or amphipatic sets defined from the present 'natural' effective property. This should hold everytime dichotomies between residue properties are introduced, either in the context of fold prediction (Gaboriaud, 1987; Sun et al., 1995) , lattice models (Li et al., 1996) or in statistic explorations of primary sequences, such as random walk trajectories (Pande et al., 1994) . The present scales can also be used in sequence homology, for protein families sharing little sequence identity. Preliminary results in this field are encouraging.
Since we cannot define ex nihilo an absolute and critical residue property, the present work does not settle the question as to whether the code is optimized or not. It however provides some clues. Proteins are critical for life, and their folding is critical for fulfilling the functions they are assigned. The following residue characteristics: hydrophobicity, tendency to form residue-residue interactions through hydrophobic link, hydrogen bond, salt bridge, or disulfide bridge, tendency to prefer water-residue hydrogen bonds, all concur to produce for a given sequence, a fold and hence a function. In the light of what is presently known about these properties, in particular through the hydrophobicity scales considered as a whole, the present study supports the idea that the code as it has evolved is optimized in such a way that the machinery of life can best resist random nucleotide mutations.
Miscellaneous scales
The alphabetic scale is given here as an example of random scale. Incidentally, it is used in Figure 1 to illustrate the scoring procedure. The scales of pKЈ 1 , pK' 2 , and pI, given in increasing order, were taken from Meister (1965) . Molar masses correspond to molecular weights at pH 7 (Lüthy and Eisenberg, 1991) . The residue occurrence scale, given in decreasing order, reflects the amino acid composition of the protein sequence database OWL, release 26.0 (June 1995), which included 105 990 sequences, and 32 623 718 residues. We could check that this composition is fairly stable over the successive versions (only some tenths of a percent changes for each residue fraction).
Comparison with a smaller and older database, such as PIR, release 26, (1990, 25 814 sequences, 7 348 950 residues) also results in changes of at most a few tenths of a percent for each residue fraction. This stability would suggest that, in spite of various compositional biases, such databases provide a reasonable clue for the mean occurrence of residues in proteins. Scoring and simulation details In our scoring system, the ranking direction of the 20 amino acids is, of course, arbitrary. Scores remain unchanged if scales are transposed leftside right. In other words, a scale is a vector, but its direction is arbitrary, so that it is by pure convention that our scales run from hydrophobic character, or else, at left, to hydrophilic character, at right. Seeking for the extreme scores over a configurational space of 20!µ2.10 18 is a typical combinatorial optimization problem, like that of the travelling salesman, for which simulated annealing algorithms have been devised (for an introduction, see e.g. Press et al., 1992) . Careful descent in temperature from any starting point in principle ensures the best chance of reaching the desired extremum. However, there is no guarantee at all of finding the unique lowest (or highest) configuration in the full space. Strictly speaking, there is therefore no absolute assurance of finding, the extreme-score scales. We tried to put all chances on our side by first running hundreds of explorations from random or non-random scales. We then deduced, from such results, various subsets of scales prone to have potential favorable scores. These subsets were sometimes exhaustively scanned within a clustering constraint, otherwise they were taken as starting points for further searches. A typical Monte Carlo simulated-annealing exploration starts with temperatures corresponding to up to ϩ100 points above the initial total score, and scanned several thousands of random permutations for each of the -1 point descent in temperature. For averaged and weighted scores, these parameters are adjusted accordingly. The latter case, with its total lack of configuration degeneracy, required the most thorough explorations.
